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Change, crisis, innovation

Crisis and recession
Change is essential in life, is the norm in all processes, biological, human and social. The abnormal
would be "no change".

However, crisis and recession are also engines for change generation. They can not only provide threats
but also opportunities. If we don’t act under the panic, crisis may serve to strategically rethink our
objectives by introducing new elements, so perhaps we can find a strategic way to improve and do
better, therefore resulting better placed.

In many cases, It is necessary to think and act countercurrent. Remove elements of pessimism, but keep
being realistic and almost objective to evaluate the new facts and trends that show.
In this site and dedicate a page to explain an experience of handling the crisis:

http://www.fguell.com/77-2/lexperiencia-de-afrontar-la-crisi/?lang=en

Just list two quotations:

"The world will not overcome its current state of crisis by using the same thinking and criteria that have
created the situation" - Albert Einstein (1879-1955)

"there are not the strongest species that survive, nor the most intelligent. Instead, those that survive are
the more adaptable to change." Charles Darwin (1809-1882)

Innovation is a change
And like any change, it takes effort, generates resistance and precise vision and leadership. In many
cases, also require increased performance, ie being able to generate simultaneously: 'Innovation and
performance in harmony'.

Using tools and methodologies like 'Lean', in all processes, including the innovation, we generate a
release of resources that may be used to introduce agility as an advanced stage of excellence. We call
it: "Agile Innovation"

What differentiates companies able to create value and do so sustainably, even during periods of crisis,
is their capacity for innovation and agility.

However, for many organizations, innovation management is challenging. The success rate obtained
both with new projects; internal innovation processes, or marketing new products and services, is still
very low.

http://www.fguell.com/77-2/lexperiencia-de-afrontar-la-crisi/?lang=es
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Innovation in many cases requires a change in culture, in the organization, in the strategy and in the way
we work.

Furthermore, what make the actual ‘change’ a differential over previous times are the multiplicity and the
speed, what we call "accelerated change". An accelerated change is when the rate of change increases
and becomes higher than the learning capacity of individuals and organizations.

Therefore, the need for change in the companies and organizations is more and more frequent and it is
increasingly important for the management to conduct these changes successfully and in a timely
manner. Only then can we adapt to the environment and introduce accelerated change into the process
of decision and day to day management. No longer makes sense to have only an annual plan or a even
a fix strategic plan.

Change projects therefore multiply and are essential elements in companies and organizations. Should
we consider a few things:

1. A change begins with its own identification. Every kind of change should therefore be placed as a
project. Like any project, with its ultimate objective and goals, its organization, responsible, budget, start
and end dates and milestones.
2. Generalised changes intending span multiple targets simultaneously, are not positive. It would be
better to define several projects.
3. Changes must be avoided in "small doses" or over long periods of time. We could increase distrust of
all subjects and actors of change, workers and managers, individuals and teams. Therefore, it is best to
take major steps in short time periods, but always with clear, well defined path and intermediate
milestones. Moreover and above all, with detailed and updated information and communication, both on
where we are now, as well as on what the next step is going to be.

How to help to incorporate change for innovation?
First help identify and articulate the appropriate kind of change needed for the business model or the
organization. Make it explicit so that everybody understands and serves to give substance to the
expected results and facilitate the successful achievement of the milestones along the way.

In the following two steps: plan and prepare for the change project, help by confirming who the
sponsors  and the agents of change will be, and determine the training objectives, understanding precise
skills and tools needed to effectively implement projects on time and within budget.

Focus on the training of sponsors and change agents to impart knowledge, build a team and get the
consensus and support needed for success. At the same time assist in identifying barriers, potential
sources of resistance and evaluate their possible impact.

In the next phase of implementation, help in the development of a communication system that ensures
that each person involved in the change, understand each item from their point of view and
responsibility. Designing a learning system to provide adequate training and cascaded to the right people
at the right time. Set incentives and reinforcements to encourage those behaviours that will help to
overcome discouragement and redirect efforts toward the desired end.

It is also important to support the design and configuration of measures and indicators that we will
use to control the project and correct deviations from the ultimate goal and intermediate milestones.

At the end, help to sustain the change, with the closure of the project, ensuring that appropriate
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measures and the assigned
responsibilities are fulfilled, the
process under control and
resolve the possible slip back to
the "old" ways of operating.
Learn from mistakes and
overcome risks to apply to other
projects.

This approach prepares a
company or organization to
master the knowledge, skills and
experience of managing change.
By assimilating the lessons
learned and the internalization of
the process, the organization acquires the means to thrive in the environment of constant transition.

What a leader should do to help his team in a process of change?
1. First, understand a number of phenomena that accompany any change:

• People feel uncomfortable and intimidated by change.
• At the beginning, people will think the worst of the change, more in potential losses than the

potential benefits
• During the change, people tend to isolate themselves and feel tense. Poor communication

(although just then is essential).
• People are able to handle only a certain amount of change: Companies that have been

most successful in the processes of change are doing significant steps in short time frames
and with comprehensive information on why and what is the future to get.

• People have different levels of readiness to change: On the teams, the leader should
encourage members more resistant to change.

• It is critical to pay attention to resources: We need to help the team leader to exploit
untapped resources available, shared, or unused so far.

• As pressure decreases, people tend to return to their old behaviors: The change should
propel continuously, until the new behaviors have become new habits.

2. Second, applying rules for team work:

1) Plan for Change (What is the future where we're going and why). Plan is necessary to gather a
lot of information for many people. This has several effects on team members: forced to participate,
generate expectations and increases confidence in the change process.
Plan for change means answering the following questions:
- Shared vision. Objectives and strategies.
- Linking with the vision and overall business strategy.
- Identification of necessary resources.
- Training of implementation teams
- Identification of each stage of change. Timetable of completions.
- Performance measures and key indicators.
- Alternative strategies to implement.
- Answers to unexpected events.
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2) Agreement and commitment of all team members

Forms of motivation and recognition.
Facilitate acceptance and participation.

However, the most important thing here is to help members of each team to anticipate and accept
with enthusiasm the coming results. The path of change may have many twists and starting points.
By encouraging people to be the ones who determine the starting points, turns, and ultimately to
change the path to follow, will generate a commitment to results.

3) Communication and communication… timely and complete:
Although the result of the change is a good thing, people may resist if there is no proper
communication from the start. So should anticipate and answer questions that arise, such as:
- If this is our vision, what are our plans to get there?
- Who will be involved in the change process? How will we do?
- When can we expect to see results?
- How do we inform you of the progress?
- How does this affect me on a personal level?
Use multiple communication channels (newsletters, notes, meetings ...) so that everyone can feel
more involved in the change process.
If you can not seek the participation of all those affected, select a representative sample and provide
means to explain the extent and reasons for change to everyone else.

4) Generate expectations about the results and measures:
People usually work more in those things that allow us to meet our expectations. If we create an
expectation for positive change, people will feel more secure will work harder for the change to take
place.

5) Form networks of influence and support:
Whether formal or informal networks provide benchmarks and calm anxiety. If you extend the support
network and encourage its frequent use, this will counteract the fear of change. Support can come
from many people (managers, peers, mentors ...). These networks can also be used to drive change
in the organization (people who advocate and defend the change in the company).

6) Make ready the necessary resources:
It is essential to plan and have the necessary human and material resources to create and sustain
change.

7) Get the necessary support to create and maintain the momentum of change:
Momentum is very important at any time. As more unanimous as possible, between the team and in
larger groups, trying to keep and maintain advocates for change.

8) Monitoring and support throughout the process:
A leader must accompany the team during the change process. Many people have habits or interests
that may interfere in their ability to change. Carrying out this "accompaniment", the leader can
identify barriers to and have personal talks with those having to overcome them.

9) Be prepared to pay the cost of change: errors.
Any change involves risk and errors. However, a leader must know that by punishing the mistakes,
the willingness to take risks on the part of his team will be lowered significantly. It is therefore
necessary that in the team feel themselves safe.

10) Strengthen early and often:
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People we are very difficult to change our habits and customs quickly. We discouraged and tend to
act again as before. To achieve and maintain the necessary changes constantly give positive
reinforcement. It is important not to wait until the results are obtained, on the contrary, it should give
them whenever there is progress towards the goals, however small.

11) Try to use simple techniques
Complex changes should make them little by little, avoiding that the solutions are too difficult to
understand that the team and take.

12) Show the way:
It is important that the leader helps the team identify what is the future dream they want to pursue
(vision), the way to get there and what is the final effect of the change in people, processes and
structures involved. The constant feedback is also essential for the process of change to be
successful.

Successfully implement change 1

There are a number of reasons for the failure of change programs, many of which have been extensively
described: Lack of commitment from management, lack of clear vision and specific objectives, introduce
too many changes at once, too or different approaches to change, lack of employee commitment, lack of
methods for evaluating results.

Problems occur more frequently when a change program is implemented in an "isolated", as a pilot or as
a "magic ball" with which to expand the change throughout the organization.

There are some common factors that appear in all the processes of change that have been successful.
These components are summarized in the following list:

• Pressure for change
• Clear and shared vision
• Ability to change

management
• First Steps actionable
• Having a model or

implementation
methodology

• Strengthen and solidify the
change

• Evaluation of results and
improve

They are necessary for
successful change. These
concepts can be used as effective tools to help, understand and implement change.

1. Pressure for change
Pressure is needed to give a high priority to the desired change. External pressure may come from
sources such as legislation, safety requirements, funding cuts, and greater competition. The internal
pressure can come, for example, from management, new activities or projects, for various reasons

1 Dr. Ron Cacioppe. Curtin University Graduate School of Business
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dissatisfaction with the "status quo", or bad results. Without this pressure, the change will become a low
priority and probably unsuccessful.

2. Clear and shared vision.
We need to share a clear vision of the end state objective and proposed change to help people
understand the purpose and obtain a commitment. Employees need to have a sense of participation and
to identify with the vision, better than something imposed.

3. Capacity for change management
Refers to the resources and skills necessary to implement the change properly. Includes training and
training time to do what is required. It’s necessary to plan and budget for the implementation, both in
terms of financial budget as well other resources and timeline.

4. First steps actionable

This gives employees the opportunity to start on the change immediately. This element is sometimes
called "small" victories encouraging and enabling employees to have a positive sense of achievement in
the program's inception. They are then prepared to invest more time and energy. Without these first
efforts employees make random and false starts.

5. Model or implementation methodology

This means that the organization's leaders implement the values and behaviours that are reflected in the
vision. The actions of senior management should be consistent with their words or employees will be
critical and suspicious.

6. Strengthen and solidify the
change

This may take the form of rewards
or recognition by the management.
It can also be strengthened to
transfer or demote employees who
continue to resist change.
Promotion systems,
implementation and review must
be aligned to this change.

7. Measure results and improve

Many change programs are not
evaluated at all or are evaluated
only in a disorderly or superficial
manner.
As a result, the programs will continue or abandon. One of the best ways to evaluate a change program
is the use of a model of four levels recommended by Kirkpatrick.


